
CRYING WOLF 

Swimming at our best is one of our goals. It is easy to think about peak performance as being about physical and 
technical factors, but we must remember that it is emotional too.  

Swimming at our best for more experienced swimmers tends to mean focusing on certain meets. Physical training 
is directed towards certain points in the year. Swimmers will cycle through technical periods, endurance periods, 
and speed / explosive periods of their training leading up to a big meet. This helps swimmers perform at their top 
level at the targeted meets. Big meets also take a tremendous amount of emotional energy. Having emotional 
energy when a targeted meet occurs is vital to peak performances. This needs to be planned. 

Certain meets or certain situations tend to have a lot of emotion involved with them. At this year’s Champion Meet 
our honoree Justin Wright swam the 100 fly in the AM session. The OSHY coaches chose Ethan Pasholk to race with 
Justin. It was super exciting for Ethan. He dropped over 10 seconds swimming a 1:26. Awesome swim for Ethan.  

An hour later Ethan swam the 100 fly again in the regular part of the meet. He swam a 1:36, back to his original 
time. It wasn’t that he physically regressed in that hour, but rather that the 2nd 100 fly didn’t have the emotion 
involved in it like the first one did.   

Spending emotional energy is a little like the story about the boy “crying wolf”. The boy “cries wolf” and people 
come running, he does it again and a few less come, he does it again and a few less come, and finally when there is 
a real wolf, he cries, and no one comes running when he really needs it.   You can push the emotional button at 
almost any time and you can swim fast. But you cannot continue to push the button and get the same response. If 
you try to push the button multiple times without recharging emotionally you tend to swim slower and slower.  

Think about NFL football teams. Almost all great teams come out “flat” a few times per season. Football is a super 
intense, highly emotional game. Sometimes one week between games isn’t enough for a team to recover and 
recharge emotionally. If a team can win being very “business-like” avoiding spending huge emotional energy it is 
easier to be ready for the next week. Think about the post-game interviews of lots of very successful coaches after 
regular season games. Many times, they are very low key. They are for their teams and for themselves trying not to 
waste emotional energy.  

Use it when it is important, use it when it is needed, don’t waste it when it is not necessary. When you think it is 
“important to use it” often determines your end achievement. In our area you often see emotional energy spent at 
the wrong time during the high school season. The conference swim meet precedes the sectional meet by one 
week and the sectional meet precedes the state meet by one week. Too much emotional energy in one meet 
leaves athletes flat the next week. Lots of swimmers that could be very competitive at the state meet aren’t 
confident enough in their own abilities (or their coaches are confident enough in their abilities) to stay low key at 
sectionals.  They light it up at sectionals and then struggle the next week. By the time Maggie Werba finished her 
career here she was strong enough and confident enough in her abilities that she didn’t expend all of her 
emotional energy in the prelims of big meets. She believed enough in her abilities that she could make “A” finals 
without expending a lot of emotional energy. This made a big difference in her finals performance. 

At the Olympics if you watch the preliminary rounds of the 100-meter dash, athlete will slow up the last 10 meters 
of a race when they have their heat won. Why? Saving the extra second of energy to finish the race fast isn’t the 
reason. The reason is to save the emotional energy. There are no great celebrations after the preliminary rounds 
because the athletes know they will need that energy later.  



In 2012 while coaching in Sarasota, we won the YMCA National title on the boy’s side and the combined title and 
got passed on the last 50 of the last relay on the girl’s side or we would have won that title too. It was super 
intense, everyone felt it. The next day all our swimmers competed in a long course meet to attempt to make 
Olympic Trials cuts. Everyone was rested, shaved, and had been swimming fast all week. Results? Zero Olympic 
Trials cuts (in fact zero from any swimmer that raced in the YMCA National meet). Why? It wasn’t that people 
weren’t physically ready. It was that they were emotionally shot.  

Ethan’s 100 fly’s are a microcosm of what happens to a lot of athletes. One week will be the “most” important 
meet and then the next week will be the “most” important meet and then the next week will be the “most” 
important meet. By the time the swimmers get to the 2nd or 3rd “most” important meet emotionally they are done. 
Everything cannot be the “most” important.  

After the Champion Meet was over, I was driving Justin to the airport and he talked to me about what a strange 
meet the Men’s Pac 10 Championships are. He said the best swimmers, the ones that have already qualified for 
NCAA’s 3 weeks later, are super low key, almost zombie like because they are conserving emotional energy that 
they will need 3 weeks later. Why? Because at that level 3 weeks isn’t enough time to recover emotionally.  

At the upper level we are trying to teach swimmers to put out significant physical efforts without always 
connecting them to a huge emotional investment, having top performance be more a function of habit than of 
inspiration. Inspiration varies, habit doesn’t. This is a learned, developed skill. Swimmers that have the skill have a 
huge advantage over the ones that have not. There are times when you have to be really good without pushing the 
emotional button, without “crying wolf”. 

Recently I took part in a webinar about developing swimmers to reach their potential that emphasized the 
following point. It is critical to teach long term psychological skills if an athlete is going to reach their potential. It 
easy to sell out the development of long-term psychological skills for short term competitive success. Sometimes 
when teaching an athlete to perform without huge emotional investment they fall flat and don’t perform well, but 
the short term poor performance should give the athlete a better chance at long term success if it is in the process 
of learning a valuable long term skill. Learning to control emotional energy is one of these long-term psychological 
skills that is necessary to reach one’s potential.  

I will circle back to the ideas in this essay at a later time. Enough for now.  

 


